Abstract—This work describes a system for occupational therapy based on a traditional pedal system instrumented with a simple sensor for providing the rotating speed value and Oculus Rift headset and their hand trackers all to be used interactively with a Virtual Reality application. A virtual city is used as the environment to be explored by the user. The present level of development is described as well as the types of stimulations it allows, some project decisions and how to implement the evaluation of user’s performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physical activity and cognitive stimulation have been identified as major practices in active and healthy aging processes. Continuous physical and mental stimulation can contribute to postpone several age related problems and can improve quality of life. Health professionals recommend performing simple daily tasks to elderly people, in order to stay active and prevent losses in muscular tissue and bone density. Tasks like walking can also help with cognitive stimulation when reading signs or names, listening sounds that can trigger memories, too [1,2].

Unfortunately, at an advanced age people can stay inactive for long periods of time, which will decrease muscle mass significantly reducing mobility and independence. This can lead in long periods during a day of inactivity, for example sitting in front of a TV screen or sleeping. Health professionals such as occupational therapists recommend performing simple activities in order to improve fundamental skills. This type of therapies can be done in therapy centres, daily senior centres but can also be done independently at home if there is no significant risk. The development of such type of therapies are important, namely in the present moment the world is crossing – the pandemic period that is preventing people to contact freely with others, to go for short walks, etc., increasing all the negative aspects of loneliness [3].

The current work proposes using Virtual Reality (VR) based on traditional and low cost equipment for occupational therapy exercises that can be used either at home or in daily or therapy facility centres in order to increase motivation and treatment efficiency [4]. The reported VR therapy exercises can be performed with no direct constant supervision of a therapist, after the user familiarization. The application itself can integrate different kinds of therapy devices in the future and it allows evaluating the user performance. At the present, the application integrates different types of activities that can be used to provide the user with physical (for upper and lower limbs and head) and cognitive stimulation. It allows the user experiencing of a serious game type including different exercises either mental or physical. Data from the user performance can be stored in a cloud database for futures analysis or comparison of the user’s evolution [5].

II. OBJECTIVE

This work presents and discusses an expandable VR framework consisting of a virtual city that supports the integration of different activities. Each of this activities are placed in a predetermined location within the virtual city, and offering one specific goal or activity, that can be either a physical or cognitive stimulation. This approach enlarges activity diversity reducing monotony and increasing motivation for the occupational therapy exercises. The user can freely explore the virtual world at his/her own speediness, choosing which task he wants to do, or following the therapist recommendations. This approach is similar to some retention strategies frequently explored in video games.

The tasks can gradually adapt to the user performance, and increase or decrease difficulty to create new challenges in order to consistently and gradually make the patient better at these activities and consequently better in his/her life. These tasks presented to the user are simple and can be easily recognized as a daily tasks, they are designed according to its specific therapeutic purposes, which can be cognitive stimulation or physical stimulation or both. As example, the user can be asked to go from a point A to a point B, following directions or paths, according with road signs or road marks and a map of the virtual environment. Other tasks may include more physical activity characteristic, that can be simple arm movement, riding a bicycle or walking – for this example, the task should be quickly interpreted by the user and should have a quick real-time simulation in the virtual world through the integration of an avatar, making them easily recognisable and adaptable.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Software Tools and Development

Based on a generic 3D city model, work was developed in order to optimize its complexity using Blender [6]. This software was also used to create the collision mesh to be applied to the model. Finally, these two meshes were integrated together in the Unity [7] game engine. The Unity software package facilitates the physics calculations, the integration of hardware, and the 3D virtual city app to create the present virtual reality application. The Unity libraries simplify the integration of the Oculus Rift headset in what concerns the visualization of virtual objects according to the user movements, and a pair of touch controllers and their associated constellation sensors to track hand movements.

To promote physical exercise, a sit-down traditional pedal system was associated with this VR app as shown in Figure 1.
A rotating system, attached to the main axis of the pedals, with Bluetooth communication, was added and so it enables the communication of the activity-related data with the computer. The velocity at which the user is pedaling and its direction (forward or backward) are used by the app to animate user movement.

For cognitive stimulation there are different signs spread around the city to inform the user which direction he should follow to reach his destination.

At the present, other tasks are available in the city like go shopping for fruit or going to the cinema. In the shopping task it is requested the user to buy a specific amount of different kinds of fruit. To be able to pick it up fruit for a basket the participant will need to use the touch controllers to track his/her hands position that will be represented in the virtual world. With this, the user interacts with the virtual world just like in the real world, where he needs to grab the fruit pieces with his/her hands, and place them in a fruit basket, forcing the user to perform physical activity in the arms and counting fruit pieces.

### IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A preliminary study of an early development of this VR app for Occupational Therapy has been already published [8].

According the data it was well accepted, and the participants felt motivated to use this application saying that they would use it, or a similar type of application, if available to them.

### V. CONCLUSIONS

The results foster to carry on the present development and a few strategies will be implemented to improve problems in usability that were found in the preliminary study, as well new approaches to reduce side effects while using VR. Those have been the two main problems found.
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